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SUMMARY:  
This paper reports on experimental and modelling work on moisture transport in masonry, with special attention 
to the liquid transport across the interface between brick and mortar joint. Experiments and simulations reveal 
that two aspects need to be taken into account: (1) the dependence of moisture transport properties on the curing 
of the mortar; (2) the presence of a hydraulic interface resistance between brick and mortar. The resistance is 
due to imperfect contact between brick and mortar, causing a reduction in flow through the interface compared 
to the assumption of perfect hydraulic contact.  

1. Introduction 
Moisture transport in masonry is an important research subject in building physics related to durability issues, 
such as algae and moss growth, staining due to salt efflorescences, cracking due to freeze-thaw cycles or 
crystallization of salts.  

Moisture transfer in masonry, being a multi-layered material, is not as straightforward as in homogeneous porous 
material. A first aspect is the dependence of moisture transport properties of mortars on the curing conditions. 
The hygric properties of mould mortar, and mortars cured between wet or dry bricks differ. A second aspect is 
the contact between brick and mortar joint. Perfect hydraulic contact, meaning a continuity of the capillary 
pressure at the interface can only be assured artificially by applying a kaolin layer between brick and mortar. 
Real contact between brick and joint mortar seems to be an imperfect contact, resulting in a resistance for 
moisture transport.  

From literature, we can conclude that some authors attribute the deviation in moisture transport in masonry 
solely to an interface resistance (Qui et al. 2002; Holm et al. 1996; de Freitas et al. 1996), while others attribute 
this behaviour to hygric property changes of the entire mortar joint (Brocken 1998). As water extraction by brick 
during the curing process is commonly reported as the underlaying cause of both phenomena (Brocken 1998; 
Holm et al. 1996), this study investigates the hygric behaviour of joint mortars cured between capillary-saturated 
and oven-dry bricks, in comparison with mould mortars. 

In a first part of this paper, a detailed study of the hygric material properties of brick and mortars is given. 
Justification for this detailed analysis is that accurate modelling of moisture transport in masonry needs reliable 
moisture transport properties, which are however often lacking for mortars. The extraction of moisture from the 



         

mortar layer to the brick during curing is studied to clarify the difference in hygric behaviour of the different 
mortars. The interface is further analysed by microscopic analysis. 

In a second part, X-ray measurement of water uptake experiments on brick/mortar specimens are reported, 
together with their numerical simulation. The non-ideal contact condition is modelled using two different 
approaches: (1) as a resistance for flow, (2) as an imperfect interface contact, where a reduction parameter is 
introduced determining the continuity of flow. The results show that the non-ideal contact and the change of 
hygric properties both play an important role in moisture transport in masonry.  

2. Material properties of brick, mortar and its interface 

2.1 Hygric properties of brick and mortar 
The preparation of the mortar samples is described in Janssen et al. (2007b). A detailed study of the hygric 
material properties of brick and mortar was performed, comprising vacuum absorption tests, free water uptake 
tests, sorption measurements, mercury intrusion porosimetry, X-ray profile measurements and dry and wet cup 
tests. 

An overview of the basic moisture transport properties is given in Table 1. It was observed that brick is a vapor 
open material with high sorptivity, whereas mortar is vapor tight with lower sorptivity. The transport properties 
of dry cured, wet cured and mould mortar differ considerably. Going from mould, to wet cured and dry cured 
mortar, it was observed that the porosity and capillary moisture content decreases, while the density increases. 
Since the vapor resistance factor depends on porosity, mortars with lower porosity are more vapor tight. The 
sorptivity of the mortars also decreases with the porosity. This means there is a clear indication that the curing, 
and especially the possible loss of water of the mortar during curing, determines the pore structure and the 
relative moisture transport properties.  

For numerical simulation, we need the knowledge of moisture permeability and capillary pressure curve. By 
combining sorption measurements and mercury intrusion porosimetry, the drying capillary pressure curve is 
obtained, having a maximum value equal to the saturated moisture content. This curve describes the equilibrium 
moisture content during drying of a fully saturated material. To obtain the needed wetting capillary pressure 
curve, describing the moisture content during wetting of an initially dry material, it is assumed that this curve has 
the same course as the drying curve; only the maximum value is lowered to the value of the capillary moisture 
content wcap. This moisture retention curve can be analytically described by a bimodal function of the van 
Genuchten type (Carmeliet and Roels 2002): 
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with pc the capillary pressure, and a and n shape parameters, l a weight parameter. 

TABLE 1. Overview of hygric properties (minimum and maximum between brackets). 

 brick mould mortar wet cured mortar dry cured mortar 
open porosity (-) 0.209 

(0.198-0.216) 
0.193 

(0.184-0.198) 
0.158 

(0.156-0.161) 
0.138 

(0.133-0.143) 
bulk density (kg/m³) 2087 

(2070-2111) 
2092 

(2082-2118) 
2166 

(2155-2170) 
2232 

(2215-2249) 
capillary absorption 
coefficient (kg/m²s0.5) 

0.1032 
(0.0826-0.1288) 

0.0193 
(0.0175-0.0213) 

0.0154 
(0.0135-0.0174) 

0.0098 
(0.0071-0.0133) 

capillary moisture 
content (kg/m³) 

130 
(118-150) 

147 
(138-158) 

134 
(130-137) 

97 
(92-103) 

saturated moisture 
content (kg/m³) 

209 
(198-216) 

193 
(184-198) 

158 
(156-161) 

138 
(133-143) 

vapor resistance factor 
of dry material(-) 

25 
(18-32) 

133 
(117-155) 

379 
(303-496) 

407 
(325-619) 

In Figure 1, the drying and wetting capillary pressure curve is shown for mould mortar. The wetting curves for 
the different mortars are given in Figure 2. The parameters of equation (1) are given in Table 2. The 
corresponding pore volume distributions of the mortars are given in Figure 3. We observe that average pore size 



         

for all mortars remains in the same pore size range, only the total porosity of the mortars decreases for the wet 
cured and especially for the dry cured mortar.  

TABLE 2. Parameters of equation (1) for brick and mortars. 

 brick mould mortar wet cured mortar dry cured mortar 
l1,l2 0.846 0.154 0.322 0.678 0.505 0.495 0.657 0.343 
a1,a2 -1.4 10-5 -9.0 10-6 -2.2 10-8 -2.9 10-7 -2.7 10-8 -2.8 10-7 -3 10-8 -2.9 10-7 

n1,n2 4 1.69 2.41 2.15 2.28 2.86 2.14 3.24 
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FIG. 1. Drying and wetting capillary pressure curve 
for mould mortar. 

FIG. 2. Wetting capillary pressure curves for brick, 
mould, wet cured and dry cured mortar. 

The moisture permeability is determined from X-ray moisture content profile measurements during capillary 
uptake and dry and wet cup tests determining the vapor permeability. Based on these measurements the moisture 
diffusivity is first determined (see Figure 4) and then recalculated into a moisture permeability according to the 
methodology described by Carmeliet et al. (2007). The obtained moisture permeability of the different mortars is 
shown in Figure 5.  
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FIG. 3. Pore volume distribution of mortars. FIG. 4. Moisture diffusivity of mould mortar. 

Figure 6 shows the moisture permeability curve for brick, together with the measurement data. At low moisture 
content (high capillary pressure), the permeability curve describes the dominant vapor flow, while at high 
moisture content (low capillary pressure) the permeability curve represents the dominant liquid water transport. 
Figure 5 shows that the vapor permeability of the mortar decreases due to curing of the mortar on wet and dry 
brick. The liquid water permeability at low capillary pressure however does not change so much. 
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FIG. 5. Permeability of mortars. FIG. 6. Permeability of brick. 

2.2 Water extraction from mortar by brick during curing 
It was found that the mould mortar shows a higher porosity than wet cured mortar and especially compared to 
dry mortar. The hypothesis is that water extraction during curing may explain the observed differences. Four test 
series of eight brick samples of 7 x 7 x 3 cm³ were first dried at 50°C and 3% RH. Two series of bricks were then 
capillary saturated. The bricks were placed in a vapor tight cup, made of plexiglass. Mortar was applied on the 
bricks and the cups were closed to prevent evaporation. The mortar was removed from the bricks after 
respectively 2, 4, 8, 15, 30, 45, 60 and 90 minutes of contact time. In order to determine the amount of water 
taken up by the brick, the weight of the brick before applying the mortar and after removal of the mortar was 
determined. The amount of water taken up by the brick is expressed relative to the initial amount of water in the 
mortar. We found that the uptake of water amounts to 30% for mortar cured on dry bricks and to 6% for mortar 
cured on capillary saturated bricks. The initial W/C factor is 0.5. Due to the extraction of water by the brick, the 
W/C ratio of the mortar decreases to 0.35 for dry cured mortar, and 0.47 for wet cured mortar. The decrease in 
W/C ratio may explain the observed decrease of porosity for dry cured and wet cured mortar. Nyame and Illston 
(1981) and Goto and Roy (1981) show that porosity decreases with decreasing W/C ratio for hardened cement 
paste. Sanjuán and Muñoz-Marialay (1996) found for concrete a linear increase of the air permeability 
coefficient Dair (m²) with the W/C ratio. Nyame and Illston (1981) and Goto and Roy (1981) both show a 
decrease in permeability with decreasing W/C ratio, but point out that permeability depends both on the porosity 
and the pore size distribution. As shown in Figure 3, the pore size distribution of the three mortars shows almost 
no shift in the pore size range. This can explain why the difference in liquid water permeability at high moisture 
content between the different mortars is less pronounced. 

  
FIG. 7. Images (magnification x 15) of interface between brick and wet cured mortar (left) and brick and dry 

cured mortar (right). 

The interface between mortar and brick was analyzed by microscopic analysis. Representative microscopic 
images of the interface between capillary saturated brick and joint mortar and between dry brick and joint mortar 



         

are given in Figure 7. At the interface of the dry cured mortar, air voids (also called compaction pores) are 
clearly visible, whereas the interface of the wet cured mortar shows almost no voids. The measured water 
extraction can explain these observations, as the strong reduction of W/C ratio in dry cured mortar implies a fast 
compaction of mortar, leading to an insufficient contact. A similar observation is described in Brocken et al. 
(1998). He found that only 20-30% of the surface area of the cured mortar is in good contact with the brick. 

3. Capillary uptake experiments in masonry and numerical simulation 
Capillary uptake experiments were performed on three different masonry specimens:  

1. brick – kaolin layer – mould mortar – kaolin layer – brick 

2. brick – joint mortar (wet mortar) –brick 

3. brick – joint mortar (dry mortar) –brick 

The average dimensions of the specimens are given in Figure 8. Liquid water was applied at the bottom side of 
the specimen. The liquid water uptake is perpendicular to the mortar layer and is measured using X-ray 
radiography (Roels and Carmeliet 2006). The X-ray picture after one hour of water uptake (Figure 8) clearly 
shows the moisture front in the mortar, indicating a one-dimensional flow. From the X-ray pictures at different 
time steps, moisture profiles and the time evolution of the position of the moisture front are determined. The 
position of the moisture front is defined as the height at which the moisture content equals half of the capillary 
moisture content.  

Isothermal moisture transfer is described as: 

( )c
T pK

t
w

∇∇=
∂
∂   

(2) 

with w the moisture content and K the moisture permeability. The experiments are simulated for a one-
dimensional geometry using the Hamfem code (Janssen et al. 2007a). The initial capillary pressure in the dry 
specimen is equal to -109 Pa. At the bottom side of the model, a constant capillary pressure of -10 Pa, according 
to capillary moisture content, is imposed.  
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FIG. 8. Capillary uptake experiment in 
specimen 1 (mould mortar). 

FIG. 9. Evolution of moisture front in 
specimen 1, experimental and numerical result. 

For the mould mortar with the kaolin layer, an ideal hydraulic contact is assumed. Figure 9 compares the 
measured curve with the simulation. The figure shows that the ideal contact assumption is correct for the mould 
mortar with kaolin layer.  
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For masonry specimens 2 and 3 (wet cured and dry cured mortar) a first simulation is done, assuming perfect 
contact, but taking into account the proper hygric properties of the different mortars, as determined in the first 
section. As can be seen in Figures 10 and 11, the rate of propagation of the moisture front in the mortar is clearly 
overestimated. This indicates that a resistance is present at the interface.  
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FIG. 10. Evolution of moisture front in 
specimen 2 (wet mortar), experimental and numerical 

result by imposing an  interface resistance. 

FIG. 11. Evolution of moisture front in 
specimen 3 (dry mortar), experimental and numerical 

result by imposing an interface resistance. 

The existence of an interface resistance for joint mortars can be explained by: (1) a reduction of the contact 
surface due to the presence of compaction pores; (2) a mismatch in the pore systems of brick and mortar in the 
contact area (pore radius of bricks is a factor 100 larger than of mortars); (3) a change in pore structure of the 
interface layer due to e.g. blocking of pores by formation of mortar particles in the brick pores close to the 
interface, which reduce the permeability. 

In a first modelling approach, these effects can be taken into account by defining a resistance at the interface. 
The flow across the interface with zero thickness (no capacity) is described by: 

c
IF

p
R

q Δ⋅=
1   

(3) 

with Δpc the jump in capillary pressure at the interface. A constant interface resistance is assumed: 1.25 1010 m/s 
for the wet cured mortar and 2.5 1010 m/s for the dry cured mortar. The interface resistance is determined by 
inverse indentification and as such lacks some physical interpretation.  
Figures 10 and 11 show a good agreement between measurement and simulation for the case with interface 
resistance. The calculated flow across the interface is compared with the measured flow in Figures 12 and 13. 
The measured interface flow is obtained from the moisture front velocity in the mortar, which is determined 
from moisture profiles at different time steps. A good agreement between measurement and simulation is 
obtained for the interface resistance. Comparison with the case of ideal contact shows that the interface 
resistance causes an important reduction of the flow across the interface in a short period just after the moisture 
front passed the interface.  

In a second modelling approach, the interface zone is lumped onto a single plane. Due to the imperfect contact a 
jump in capillary pressure on this surface may occur. The capillary pressure in the domain Ω is described as: 

ccc pHpp ~.ˆ +=  (4) 
where cp̂  and cp~ are continuous functions on the domain and H is the Heaviside step function equal to zero at 
one side of the interface and one at the other side. The one-dimensional moisture flux through the interface under 
isothermal conditions can be expressed by:  

( )cq q k pΓ Ωϕ ⎡ ⎤= ⋅ + ⋅ ⎣ ⎦  with 
1
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mat mat
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K K
α α
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⎝ ⎠
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where Ωq  is the flux in the continuum material described by cpK∇ . k is an effective moisture permeability; the 
term ‘effective’ means that the quantities are derived from the corresponding bulk properties of the two materials 
sharing the interface (Kmat1 and Kmat2) . The factor α is a weighting parameter for the two materials. Because the 
permeability of the interface layer is mainly determined by the pore system of the mortar, a value of α equal to 1 
is adopted in the simulation. cp⎡ ⎤⎣ ⎦  represents the jump in capillary pressure over the interface. The factor ϕ  is 
the reduction factor, describing the imperfect contact. This factor amounts 0.9965 for specimen 2 and 0.995 for 
specimen 3. The lower value of ϕ  for specimen 3 is in agreement with the more pronounced imperfect contact 
between brick and dry cured mortar than between brick and wet cured mortar, as can be seen in the microscopic 
images (Figure 7). The modelling result for masonry specimen 2 and 3 is given in Figures 14 and 15 
respectively.  
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FIG. 12. Flow through the interface of 
specimen 2 (wet mortar). 

FIG. 13. Flow through the interface of 
specimen 3 (dry mortar). 
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FIG. 14. Evolution of moisture front in 
specimen 2 (wet mortar), experimental and numerical 

result by using a reduction factor. 

FIG. 15. Evolution of moisture front in 
specimen 3 (dry mortar), experimental and numerical 

result by using a reduction factor. 

 



         

4. Conclusion 
In this paper, it is shown that a detailed study of the moisture transport properties of joint mortars is needed to 
accurately simulate moisture flow in masonry. The experiments show that the hygric properties of the joint 
mortar change due to the curing conditions – i.e. a decrease of W/C factor due to water uptake by the brick 
resulting in a decrease of porosity and permeability - and that secondly an interface resistance between brick and 
mortar is present. For dry cured mortar, the formation of air voids plays an important role. These observations 
are supported by the results of numerical simulations.  
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